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This concise and clear introduction to the topic requires only basic knowledge of calculus and linear algebra - all other concepts
and ideas are developed in the course of the book. Lucidly written so as to appeal to undergraduates and practitioners alike, it
enables readers to set up simple mathematical models on their own and to interpret their results and those of others critically. To
achieve this, many examples have been chosen from various fields, such as biology, ecology, economics, medicine, agricultural,
chemical, electrical, mechanical and process engineering, which are subsequently discussed in detail. Based on the author`s
modeling and simulation experience in science and engineering and as a consultant, the book answers such basic questions as:
What is a mathematical model? What types of models do exist? Which model is appropriate for a particular problem? What are
simulation, parameter estimation, and validation? The book relies exclusively upon open-source software which is available to
everybody free of charge. The entire book software - including 3D CFD and structural mechanics simulation software - can be
used based on a free CAELinux-Live-DVD that is available in the Internet (works on most machines and operating systems).
This book is an introduction to mathematical biology for students with no experience in biology, but who have some mathematical
background. The work is focused on population dynamics and ecology, following a tradition that goes back to Lotka and Volterra,
and includes a part devoted to the spread of infectious diseases, a field where mathematical modeling is extremely popular. These
themes are used as the area where to understand different types of mathematical modeling and the possible meaning of
qualitative agreement of modeling with data. The book also includes a collections of problems designed to approach more
advanced questions. This material has been used in the courses at the University of Trento, directed at students in their fourth
year of studies in Mathematics. It can also be used as a reference as it provides up-to-date developments in several areas.
The book is a comprehensive, self-contained introduction to the mathematical modeling and analysis of infectious diseases. It
includes model building, fitting to data, local and global analysis techniques. Various types of deterministic dynamical models are
considered: ordinary differential equation models, delay-differential equation models, difference equation models, age-structured
PDE models and diffusion models. It includes various techniques for the computation of the basic reproduction number as well as
approaches to the epidemiological interpretation of the reproduction number. MATLAB code is included to facilitate the data fitting
and the simulation with age-structured models.
Systems and their mathematical description play an important role in all branches of science. This book offers an introduction to
mathematical modeling techniques. It is intended for undergrad students in applied natural science, in particular earth and
environmental science, environmental engineering, as well as ecology, environmental chemistry, chemical engineering, agronomy,
and forestry. The focus is on developing the basic methods of modeling. Students will learn how to build mathematical models of
their own, but also how to analyze the properties of existing models. The book neither derives mathematical formulae, nor does it
describe modeling software, instead focusing on the fundamental concepts behind mathematical models. A formulary in the
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appendix summarizes the necessary mathematical knowledge. To support independent learners, numerous examples and
problems from various scientific disciplines are provided throughout the book. Thanks in no small part to the cartoons by Nikolas
Stürchler, this introduction to the colorful world of modeling is both entertaining and rich in content
Linear and non-linear models of populations, molecular evolution, phylogenetic tree construction, genetics, and infectious diseases
are presented with minimal prerequisites.
Features an authentic and engaging approach to mathematical modeling driven by real-world applications With a focus on
mathematical models based on real and current data, Models for Life: An Introduction to Discrete Mathematical Modeling with
Microsoft® Office Excel® guides readers in the solution of relevant, practical problems by introducing both mathematical and Excel
techniques. The book begins with a step-by-step introduction to discrete dynamical systems, which are mathematical models that
describe how a quantity changes from one point in time to the next. Readers are taken through the process, language, and
notation required for the construction of such models as well as their implementation in Excel. The book examines singlecompartment models in contexts such as population growth, personal finance, and body weight and provides an introduction to
more advanced, multi-compartment models via applications in many areas, including military combat, infectious disease
epidemics, and ranking methods. Models for Life: An Introduction to Discrete Mathematical Modeling with Microsoft® Office
Excel® also features: A modular organization that, after the first chapter, allows readers to explore chapters in any order
Numerous practical examples and exercises that enable readers to personalize the presented models by using their own data
Carefully selected real-world applications that motivate the mathematical material such as predicting blood alcohol concentration,
ranking sports teams, and tracking credit card debt References throughout the book to disciplinary research on which the
presented models and model parameters are based in order to provide authenticity and resources for further study Relevant Excel
concepts with step-by-step guidance, including screenshots to help readers better understand the presented material Both
mathematical and graphical techniques for understanding concepts such as equilibrium values, fixed points, disease endemicity,
maximum sustainable yield, and a drug’s therapeutic window A companion website that includes the referenced Excel
spreadsheets, select solutions to homework problems, and an instructor’s manual with solutions to all homework problems,
project ideas, and a test bank The book is ideal for undergraduate non-mathematics majors enrolled in mathematics or quantitative
reasoning courses such as introductory mathematical modeling, applications of mathematics, survey of mathematics, discrete
mathematical modeling, and mathematics for liberal arts. The book is also an appropriate supplement and project source for
honors and/or independent study courses in mathematical modeling and mathematical biology. Jeffrey T. Barton, PhD, is
Professor of Mathematics in the Mathematics Department at Birmingham-Southern College. A member of the American
Mathematical Society and Mathematical Association of America, his mathematical interests include approximation theory, analytic
number theory, mathematical biology, mathematical modeling, and the history of mathematics.
This is a short and self-contained introduction to the field of mathematical modeling of gene-networks in bacteria. As an entry point
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to the field, we focus on the analysis of simple gene-network dynamics. The notes commence with an introduction to the
deterministic modeling of gene-networks, with extensive reference to applicable results coming from dynamical systems theory.
The second part of the notes treats extensively several approaches to the study of gene-network dynamics in the presence of
noise—either arising from low numbers of molecules involved, or due to noise external to the regulatory process. The third and final
part of the notes gives a detailed treatment of three well studied and concrete examples of gene-network dynamics by considering
the lactose operon, the tryptophan operon, and the lysis-lysogeny switch. The notes contain an index for easy location of particular
topics as well as an extensive bibliography of the current literature. The target audience of these notes are mainly graduates
students and young researchers with a solid mathematical background (calculus, ordinary differential equations, and probability
theory at a minimum), as well as with basic notions of biochemistry, cell biology, and molecular biology. They are meant to serve
as a readable and brief entry point into a field that is currently highly active, and will allow the reader to grasp the current state of
research and so prepare them for defining and tackling new research problems.
Learning mathematical modeling need not be difficult. Unlike other books, this book not only lists the equations one-by-one, but
explains in detail how they are each derived, used, and finally assembled into a computer program for model simulations. This
book shows how mathematics is applied in agriculture, in particular to modeling the growth and yield of a generic crop. Topics
covered are agriculture meteorology, solar radiation interception and absorption, evapotranspiration, energy and soil water
balance, soil water flow, photosynthesis, respiration, and crop growth development. Rather than covering many modeling
approaches but in superficial detail, this book selects one or two widely-used modeling approaches and discusses about them in
depth. Principles learned from this book equips readers when they encounter other modeling approaches or when they develop
their own crop models.
Introduction to Mathematical Modeling and Chaotic Dynamics focuses on mathematical models in natural systems, particularly
ecological systems. Most of the models presented are solved using MATLAB®. The book first covers the necessary mathematical
preliminaries, including testing of stability. It then describes the modeling of systems from natural science, focusing on one- and
two-dimensional continuous and discrete time models. Moving on to chaotic dynamics, the authors discuss ways to study chaos,
types of chaos, and methods for detecting chaos. They also explore chaotic dynamics in single and multiple species systems. The
text concludes with a brief discussion on models of mechanical systems and electronic circuits. Suitable for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, this book provides a practical understanding of how the models are used in current natural
science and engineering applications. Along with a variety of exercises and solved examples, the text presents all the fundamental
concepts and mathematical skills needed to build models and perform analyses.
????????(?????????)?????(??????????).????AVL?????,?????,?????,????,?????????,???????????.
KEY BENEFIT: This reference introduces a variety of mathematical models for biological systems, and presents the mathematical
theory and techniques useful in analyzing those models. Material is organized according to the mathematical theory rather than
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the biological application. Contains applications of mathematical theory to biological examples in each chapter. Focuses on
deterministic mathematical models with an emphasis on predicting the qualitative solution behavior over time. Discusses classical
mathematical models from population , including the Leslie matrix model, the Nicholson-Bailey model, and the Lotka-Volterra
predator-prey model. Also discusses more recent models, such as a model for the Human Immunodeficiency Virus - HIV and a
model for flour beetles. KEY MARKET: Readers seeking a solid background in the mathematics behind modeling in biology and
exposure to a wide variety of mathematical models in biology.
Students often find it difficult to grasp fundamental ecological and evolutionary concepts because of their inherently mathematical
nature. Likewise, the application of ecological and evolutionary theory often requires a high degree of mathematical competence.
This book is a first step to addressing these difficulties, providing a broad introduction to the key methods and underlying concepts
of mathematical models in ecology and evolution. The book is intended to serve the needs of undergraduate and postgraduate
ecology and evolution students who need to access the mathematical and statistical modelling literature essential to their subjects.
The book assumes minimal mathematics and statistics knowledge whilst covering a wide variety of methods, many of which are at
the fore–front of ecological and evolutionary research. The book also highlights the applications of modelling to practical problems
such as sustainable harvesting and biological control. Key features: Written clearly and succinctly, requiring minimal in–depth
knowledge of mathematics Introduces students to the use of computer models in both fields of ecology and evolutionary biology
Market – senior undergraduate students and beginning postgraduates in ecology and evolutionary biology
With the availability of high speed computers and advances in computational techniques, the application of mathematical modeling
to biological systems is expanding. This comprehensive and richly illustrated volume provides up-to-date, wide-ranging material on
the mathematical modeling of kidney physiology, including clinical data analysis and practice exercises. Basic concepts and
modeling techniques introduced in this volume can be applied to other areas (or organs) of physiology. The models presented
describe the main homeostatic functions performed by the kidney, including blood filtration, excretion of water and salt,
maintenance of electrolyte balance and regulation of blood pressure. Each chapter includes an introduction to the basic relevant
physiology, a derivation of the essential conservation equations and then a discussion of a series of mathematical models, with
increasing level of complexity. This volume will be of interest to biological and mathematical scientists, as well as physiologists and
nephrologists, who would like an introduction to mathematical techniques that can be applied to renal transport and function. The
material is written for students who have had college-level calculus, but can be used in modeling courses in applied mathematics
at all levels through early graduate courses.
Introduction to Mathematical Modeling helps students master the processes used by scientists and engineers to model real-world
problems, including the challenges posed by space exploration, climate change, energy sustainability, chaotic dynamical systems
and random processes. Primarily intended for students with a working knowledge of calculus but minimal training in computer
programming in a first course on modeling, the more advanced topics in the book are also useful for advanced undergraduate and
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graduate students seeking to get to grips with the analytical, numerical, and visual aspects of mathematical modeling, as well as
the approximations and abstractions needed for the creation of a viable model.

An introduction to the mathematical concepts and techniques needed for the construction and analysis of models in
molecular systems biology. Systems techniques are integral to current research in molecular cell biology, and systemlevel investigations are often accompanied by mathematical models. These models serve as working hypotheses: they
help us to understand and predict the behavior of complex systems. This book offers an introduction to mathematical
concepts and techniques needed for the construction and interpretation of models in molecular systems biology. It is
accessible to upper-level undergraduate or graduate students in life science or engineering who have some familiarity
with calculus, and will be a useful reference for researchers at all levels. The first four chapters cover the basics of
mathematical modeling in molecular systems biology. The last four chapters address specific biological domains, treating
modeling of metabolic networks, of signal transduction pathways, of gene regulatory networks, and of electrophysiology
and neuronal action potentials. Chapters 3–8 end with optional sections that address more specialized modeling topics.
Exercises, solvable with pen-and-paper calculations, appear throughout the text to encourage interaction with the
mathematical techniques. More involved end-of-chapter problem sets require computational software. Appendixes
provide a review of basic concepts of molecular biology, additional mathematical background material, and tutorials for
two computational software packages (XPPAUT and MATLAB) that can be used for model simulation and analysis.
The aim of the book is to give an accessible introduction of mathematical models and signal processing methods in
speech and hearing sciences for senior undergraduate and beginning graduate students with basic knowledge of linear
algebra, differential equations, numerical analysis, and probability. Speech and hearing sciences are fundamental to
numerous technological advances of the digital world in the past decade, from music compression in MP3 to digital
hearing aids, from network based voice enabled services to speech interaction with mobile phones. Mathematics and
computation are intimately related to these leaps and bounds. On the other hand, speech and hearing are strongly
interdisciplinary areas where dissimilar scientific and engineering publications and approaches often coexist and make it
difficult for newcomers to enter.
Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling process, A FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING, 5th
Edition delivers an excellent balance of theory and practice, and gives you relevant, hands-on experience developing and
sharpening your modeling skills. Throughout, the book emphasizes key facets of modeling, including creative and
empirical model construction, model analysis, and model research, and provides myriad opportunities for practice. The
authors apply a proven six-step problem-solving process to enhance your problem-solving capabilities -- whatever your
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level. In addition, rather than simply emphasizing the calculation step, the authors first help you learn how to identify
problems, construct or select models, and figure out what data needs to be collected. By involving you in the
mathematical process as early as possible -- beginning with short projects -- this text facilitates your progressive
development and confidence in mathematics and modeling. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This monograph provides a comprehensive overview of the author's work on the fields of fractional calculus and waves in
linear viscoelastic media, which includes his pioneering contributions on the applications of special functions of the MittagLeffler and Wright types. It is intended to serve as a general introduction to the above-mentioned areas of mathematical
modeling. The explanations in the book are detailed enough to capture the interest of the curious reader, and complete
enough to provide the necessary background material needed to delve further into the subject and explore the research
literature given in the huge general bibliography. This book is likely to be of interest to applied scientists and engineers.
Contents:Essentials of Fractional CalculusEssentials of Linear ViscoelasticityFractional Viscoelastic ModelsWaves in
Linear Viscoelastic Media: Dispersion and DissipationWaves in Linear Viscoelastic Media: Asymptotic
RepresentationsDiffusion and Wave–Propagation via Fractional CalculusAppendices:The Eulerian FunctionsThe Bessel
FunctionsThe Error FunctionsThe Exponential Integral FunctionsThe Mittag-Leffler FunctionsThe Wright Functions
Readership: Graduate and PhD students in applied mathematics, classical physics, mechanical engineering and
chemical physics; academic institutions; research centers. Keywords:Fractional Calculus;Fractional
Derivatives;Fractional Integrals;Linear Viscoelasticity;Rheological Models;Special Functions;Mittag-Leffler
Functions;Wright Functions;Integral Transforms;Laplace Transforms;Fourier
Transforms;Waves;Dispersion;Dissipation;Diffusion;Anomalous DiffusionKey Features:Contains accessible mathematical
language for easy understandingFeatures ample examples to reiterate concepts in the bookMakes extensive use of
graphical imagesIncludes a large and informative general bibliography for further research
This work familiarises students with mathematical models (PDEs) and methods of numerical solution and optimisation.
Including numerous exercises and examples, this is an ideal text for advanced students in Applied Mathematics,
Engineering, Physical Science and Computer Science.
????:???:???????????:?????????????:????????:??????????????
This monograph provides a comprehensive overview of the author's work on the fields of fractional calculus and waves in
linear viscoelastic media, which includes his pioneering contributions on the applications of special functions of the MittagLeffler and Wright types. It is intended to serve as a general introduction to the above-mentioned areas of mathematical
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modeling. The explanations in the book are detailed enough to capture the interest of the curious reader, and complete
enough to provide the necessary background material needed to delve further into the subject and explore the research
literature given in the huge general bibliography. This book is likely to be of interest to applied scientists and engineers.
In many respects, biology is the new frontier for applied mathematicians. This book demonstrates the important role
mathematics plays in the study of some biological problems. It introduces mathematicians to the biological sciences and
provides enough mathematics for bioscientists to appreciate the utility of the modelling approach. The book presents a
number of diverse topics, such as neurophysiology, cell biology, immunology, and human genetics. It examines how
research is done,what mathematics is used, what the outstanding questions are, and how to enter the field. Also given is
a brief historical survey of each topic, putting current research into perspective. The book is suitable for mathematicians
and biologists interested in mathematical methods in biology.
The book is a comprehensive, self-contained introduction to the mathematical modeling and analysis of disease
transmission models. It includes (i) an introduction to the main concepts of compartmental models including models with
heterogeneous mixing of individuals and models for vector-transmitted diseases, (ii) a detailed analysis of models for
important specific diseases, including tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, influenza, Ebola virus disease, malaria, dengue fever and
the Zika virus, (iii) an introduction to more advanced mathematical topics, including age structure, spatial structure, and
mobility, and (iv) some challenges and opportunities for the future. There are exercises of varying degrees of difficulty,
and projects leading to new research directions. For the benefit of public health professionals whose contact with
mathematics may not be recent, there is an appendix covering the necessary mathematical background. There are
indications which sections require a strong mathematical background so that the book can be useful for both
mathematical modelers and public health professionals.
Combining control theory and modeling, this textbook introduces and builds on methods for simulating and tackling
concrete problems in a variety of applied sciences. Emphasizing "learning by doing," the authors focus on examples and
applications to real-world problems. An elementary presentation of advanced concepts, proofs to introduce new ideas,
and carefully presented MATLAB® programs help foster an understanding of the basics, but also lead the way to new,
independent research. With minimal prerequisites and exercises in each chapter, this work serves as an excellent
textbook and reference for graduate and advanced undergraduate students, researchers, and practitioners in
mathematics, physics, engineering, computer science, as well as biology, biotechnology, economics, and finance.
A modern approach to mathematical modeling, featuring unique applications from the field of mechanics An Introduction
to Mathematical Modeling: A Course in Mechanics is designed to survey the mathematical models that form the
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foundations of modern science and incorporates examples that illustrate how the most successful models arise from
basic principles in modern and classical mathematical physics. Written by a world authority on mathematical theory and
computational mechanics, the book presents an account of continuum mechanics, electromagnetic field theory, quantum
mechanics, and statistical mechanics for readers with varied backgrounds in engineering, computer science,
mathematics, and physics. The author streamlines a comprehensive understanding of the topic in three clearly organized
sections: Nonlinear Continuum Mechanics introduces kinematics as well as force and stress in deformable bodies; mass
and momentum; balance of linear and angular momentum; conservation of energy; and constitutive equations
Electromagnetic Field Theory and Quantum Mechanics contains a brief account of electromagnetic wave theory and
Maxwell's equations as well as an introductory account of quantum mechanics with related topics including ab initio
methods and Spin and Pauli's principles Statistical Mechanics presents an introduction to statistical mechanics of
systems in thermodynamic equilibrium as well as continuum mechanics, quantum mechanics, and molecular dynamics
Each part of the book concludes with exercise sets that allow readers to test their understanding of the presented
material. Key theorems and fundamental equations are highlighted throughout, and an extensive bibliography outlines
resources for further study. Extensively class-tested to ensure an accessible presentation, An Introduction to
Mathematical Modeling is an excellent book for courses on introductory mathematical modeling and statistical mechanics
at the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. The book also serves as a valuable reference for professionals working
in the areas of modeling and simulation, physics, and computational engineering.
Accessible text features over 100 reality-based examples pulled from the science, engineering, and operations research
fields. Prerequisites: ordinary differential equations, continuous probability. Numerous references. Includes 27 black-andwhite figures. 1978 edition.
An Introduction to Mathematical ModelingCourier Corporation
This book is based on a one semester course that the authors have been teaching for several years, and includes two
sets of case studies. The first includes chemostat models, predator-prey interaction, competition among species, the
spread of infectious diseases, and oscillations arising from bifurcations. In developing these topics, readers will also be
introduced to the basic theory of ordinary differential equations, and how to work with MATLAB without having any prior
programming experience. The second set of case studies were adapted from recent and current research papers to the
level of the students. Topics have been selected based on public health interest. This includes the risk of atherosclerosis
associated with high cholesterol levels, cancer and immune interactions, cancer therapy, and tuberculosis. Readers will
experience how mathematical models and their numerical simulations can provide explanations that guide biological and
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biomedical research. Considered to be the undergraduate companion to the more advanced book "Mathematical
Modeling of Biological Processes" (A. Friedman, C.-Y. Kao, Springer – 2014), this book is geared towards undergraduate
students with little background in mathematics and no biological background.
The author uses mathematical techniques along with observations and experiments to give an in-depth look at models for
mechanical vibrations, population dynamics, and traffic flow. Equal emphasis is placed on the mathematical formulation of the
problem and the interpretation of the results. In the sections on mechanical vibrations and population dynamics, the author
emphasizes the nonlinear aspects of ordinary differential equations and develops the concepts of equilibrium solutions and their
stability. He introduces phase plane methods for the nonlinear pendulum and for predator-prey and competing species models.
Haberman develops the method of characteristics to analyze the nonlinear partial differential equations that describe traffic flow.
Fan-shaped characteristics describe the traffic situation that occurs when a traffic light turns green and shock waves describe the
effects of a red light or traffic accident. Although it was written over 20 years ago, this book is still relevant. It is intended as an
introduction to applied mathematics, but can be used for undergraduate courses in mathematical modeling or nonlinear dynamical
systems or to supplement courses in ordinary or partial differential equations.
This text provides essential modeling skills and methodology for the study of infectious diseases through a one-semester modeling
course or directed individual studies. The book includes mathematical descriptions of epidemiological concepts, and uses classic
epidemic models to introduce different mathematical methods in model analysis. Matlab codes are also included for numerical
implementations. It is primarily written for upper undergraduate and beginning graduate students in mathematical sciences who
have an interest in mathematical modeling of infectious diseases. Although written in a rigorous mathematical manner, the style is
not unfriendly to non-mathematicians.
In many respects, biology is the new frontier for applied mathematicians. This book demonstrates the important role mathematics
plays in the study of some biological problems. It introduces mathematicians to the biological sciences and provides enough
mathematics for bioscientists to appreciate the utility of the modelling approach. The book presents a number of diverse topics,
such as neurophysiology, cell biology, immunology, and human genetics. It examines how research is done, what mathematics is
used, what the outstanding questions are, and how to enter the field. Also given is a brief historical survey of each topic, putting
current research into perspective. The book is suitable for mathematicians and biologists interested in mathematical methods in
biology.
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